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Studies of electronic charge transport through semiconductor double quantum dots rely on a
conventional ‘hole’ model of transport in the three-electron regime. We show that experimental
measurements of charge transport through a Si double quantum dot in this regime cannot be fully
explained using the conventional picture. Using a Hartree-Fock (HF) formalism and relevant HF
energy parameters extracted from transport data in the multiple-electron regime, we identify a novel
spin-flip cotunneling process that lifts a singlet blockade.
PACS numbers: 73.63.Kv, 85.35.Gv, 73.21.La, 73.23.Hk
In quantum computing, semiconductor quantum dots
have long been considered as good candidates for
qubits [1–3]. A promising architecture for such qubits
is the double quantum dot [3–5]. Understanding spin-
dependent transport [6–10] is important for using the
spin degree of freedom in a double dot qubit. Here,
we show that transport data taken in the three-electron
regime of a double dot in a Si/SiGe heterostructure have
features that are qualitatively inconsistent with the con-
ventional model of ‘hole’ transport [11], because this
model does not account for transport through excited
states. Using the Hartree-Fock (HF) formalism with
singly excited configurations [12], together with relevant
HF parameters extracted from the transport data (see
[13]), we demonstrate that the striking features in the
data arise from a novel spin-flip cotunneling process in
which the multi-electron nature of the system enters fun-
damentally.
Several experiments have probed charge transport
through double quantum dots in the few-electron regime
and investigated effects such as energy-dependent tun-
neling and spin-dependent transport [6–10]. Transport
in the three-electron regime is well-described in terms of
holes when all the intra-dot relaxation rates are much
faster than the interdot tunnel rate, so that the domi-
nant transport channels are through the lowest energy
states of each dot, as is typically the case in GaAs de-
vices [9, 11].
Our theoretical work is based on data [8], in which a
lateral double quantum dot was formed by electrostatic
gating of a Si/SiGe heterostructure, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(a) shows source-drain current ver-
sus controlling gate voltages at a fixed source-drain bias
voltage. Transport through the two dots is energetically
favorable within triangular regions whose size is deter-
mined by the source-drain bias. Lines of high current in
these bias triangles are associated with fast tunneling be-
tween the dots and between the dots and the leads [11].
From the orientation of the line αβ in Fig. 1(b), we de-
duce that it is associated with the resonance of an energy
level in the ‘left’ dot with the chemical potential in the
left lead. Quantitative fits allow the edges of the triangles
to be determined and are reported in detail in Ref. 13.
Fig. 1(b) is a schematic diagram of the bias triangles,
with energy axes shown in the inset. The lower features
arise from transport when the double dot contains either
one or two-electrons (‘two-electron’ regime), while the
upper features reflect transport when the dot contains ei-
ther two or three-electrons (‘three-electron’ regime, also
conventionally termed ‘hole’ regime).
There are two regions of current flow in each transport
regime, shown in Fig. 1(a). Each of these regions of cur-
rent is contained in a triangle, shown in either blue or red
in Fig. 1(b). The presence of current in the blue triangle
implies that there is significant transport through excited
states of the dots [8, 13], something that has recently
been observed in transport through a single phosphorous
donor in silicon as well [14].
Because the effective electronic mass in Si is much
larger than in GaAs, transport is energetically favor-
able within each bias triangle, but the triangle is not en-
tirely filled because the electron tunneling rate is strongly
energy-dependent [6–8]. The two parallel lines of high
current that are observed along the left edges of the sin-
glet and triplet triangles in the two-electron regime (lower
feature) indicate that energy-dependent tunneling across
the left barrier is the bottleneck in the total tunneling
rate [13].
In the three-electron regime, the conventional picture
that describes the conduction in terms of holes predicts
that there should be two parallel lines of high current
(Fig. 1(c)). This is because, in the two-electron regime,
electron occupancy cycles through the states (1,0) →
(2,0) → (1,1), and the three-electron regime is modeled
conventionally [11] as hole transport in the opposite di-
rection: (1,1)→ (0,2)→ (0,1), where the numbers repre-
sent electron or hole occupancy in the left and right dots.
Due to particle-hole symmetry, the hole picture predicts
parallel lines of high current similar to the data in the
two-electron regime (Fig. 1(c)).
The transport data in Fig. 1(a) is inconsistent with a
picture in terms of holes, as it shows two lines of high
current in the three-electron regime (upper feature) that
are clearly not parallel. In this regime, there is a line of
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Figure 1 Pauli spin blockade regime in a double quantum dot. a, Energy level
schematic diagram of a double quantum dot with one electron confined in the left
dot (black). The applied bias causes electron flow from the right lead (R) to the left
(L). Incoming electrons can form either a spin singlet S(1,1) (green) or a spin triplet
T(1,1) (red). Electrons forming a singlet have an accessible fast channel through
S(2,0) to the left lead. In contrast, electrons entering the triplet T(1,1) cannot exit
through T(2,0), resulting in metastable occupation of the T(1,1) state, and causing
spin blockade of the current. b, The identical energy level configuration as in a, but
with the direction of current flow reversed. Electrons entering S(2,0) have no fast
path through the system. If S(2,0) loads more rapidly than it unloads, current will be
blockaded. In contrast, electrons entering T(2,0) have an accessible fast channel
through T(1,1), provided spin relaxation to S(2,0) (blue wavy arrow) does not occur.
Electron transport through the triplets, supported by a long spin lifetime, is
denoted LET.
to the singlet S(2,0). We observe this blockade as shown in
Fig. 3a–c. These measurements are taken at finite bias, where the
triple points expand into bias triangles28. When T(1,1) is loaded
and no relaxation occurs from T(1,1) to S(1,1), spin blockade is
observed (as marked by the orange triangle) and the bias triangle is
truncated as shown schematically in Fig. 3b. The observed current
in the blockaded region is limited by the noise floor in the
measurement (7 fA r.m.s.). Spin blockade is fully lifted when the
T(2,0) state is brought below the T(1,1) state (blue star).
Now consider the same energy level configuration, but with
opposite bias across the dot (Fig. 1b). In previous work, this
configuration has been shown to be blockaded2,8. In contrast, here
in Si we observe a strong ‘tail’ of current in this configuration,
corresponding to the extra parallelograms (green outline) in
Fig. 3d,e. As shown in detail below, the condition for observing
this tail is that the metastable S(2,0) state must be loaded more
slowly than it empties. The relaxation rate from the T(2,0) state
into S(2,0) sets a lower bound for this loading rate. Because the
measured current at the point labelled (+) is significant only when
the spin lifetime of T(2,0) is long, we denote this tail of current the
triplet tail and the effect LET.
The dimensions of the triplet tail in the charge stability diagram
(Fig. 3d,e) provide a measurement of the energy difference between
the (2,0) triplet and singlet states (EST = ET−ES). Both the length
of the tail and the distance between the tail and the edge of the
bias triangle correspond to EST (Fig. 3e). This (2,0) singlet–triplet
energy gap as extracted from the data is 240±30 µeV.
A simple rate model gives insight into when LET occurs.
The rates in the model correspond to transitions between the
states shown in Fig. 1b, and the corresponding lifetimes are the
inverses of the rates. By calculating the expected amount of
time required for an electron to pass through the system, we
obtain a quantity proportional to the measured current I (see
Supplementary Information for the complete analysis). The slow
rates are of interest here: the relaxation rate ΓTS from the triplet
T(2,0) to the singlet S(2,0), the loading rate ΓLS of the singlet
S(2,0) from the lead and the unloading rate ΓS of the singlet
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Figure 2 Formation of a double quantum dot. a, False-colour micrograph of a
device similar to the one used in the experiments. A 2DEG was formed in a 12 nm
strained silicon quantum well with a sheet carrier density of 4×1011 cm−2 and a
mobility of 40,000 cm2 V−1 s−1. Ohmic contacts (indicated schematically by red
squares) were formed by annealing an alloy of Au:Sb(1%) at 550 ◦C. Metal gates
used to form the quantum dots were realized by depositing palladium on the sample
surface and are labelled on the micrograph. The white arrow indicates the direction
of electron flow when VSD > 0. b, Magnitude of the measured current as a function
of source–drain voltage VSD and the voltage on gate G. The black regions indicate
Coulomb blockade where the number of electrons in the dot is fixed. Outside this
blockade, single-electron tunnelling through the dot occurs. c, A numerical
simulation of the charge density for the gates as shown and for gate voltages
corresponding to the double quantum dot data (d). Two electrons prefer to occupy
opposite sides of the open region between the gates. d, The single quantum dot was
deformed into two tunnel-coupled dots in series by using a combination of negative
voltages on gates T, BL and BR. The magnitude of the measured current through the
double quantum dot is plotted as a function of the voltages on gates G and CS, with
VSD= 0.1mV. The dot coupled more to gate G (CS) is the left (right) dot. As
described in the text, the notation (m,n) represents the effective left and right dot
electron occupancy, and the triple point studied in detail here appears inside the
blue circle.
S(2,0). To focus on these rates and to develop intuition, we assume
that all other rates are equal to a single rate, Γfast, an assumption
that does not change the qualitative understanding. The resulting
proportionality for the current is
I ∝ Γfast
3+ (ΓTS+ΓLS)/ΓS .
As this proportionality shows, the triplet tail is observed if and
only if the sum of the triplet–singlet relaxation rate ΓTS and the
loading rate from the lead ΓLS is not large compared with the
escape rate ΓS. If the triplet–singlet relaxation rate is much faster
than the escape rate, then the tail regime will be blockaded by
electrons trapped in the S(2,0) state. In our experiments, essentially
no reduction in current (∼5%) is observed moving from the bias
triangle into the tail (from the blue diamond towards the teal cross
in Fig. 3d). Thus, electrons are rarely trapped in S(2,0), indicating
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Fig. 3a–c. These measurements are taken at finite bias, where the
triple points expand into bias triangles28. When T(1,1) is loaded
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observed (as marked by the orange triangle) and the bias triangle is
truncated a shown schematically in Fig. 3b. The observed current
in the blockaded region is limited by the noise fl or in the
measurement (7 fA r.m.s.). Spin blockade is fully lifted when the
T(2,0) state is brought below the T(1,1) state (blue star).
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configuration has b en shown to be blockaded2,8. In contrast, here
in Si we observe a strong ‘tail’ of current in this configuration,
corresponding to the extra parallelograms (gr en outline) in
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bias triangle correspond to EST (Fig. 3e). This (2,0) singlet–triplet
energy gap as extracted from the data is 240±30 µeV.
A simple rate model gives insight into when LET o curs.
The rates in the model correspond to trans tions betw en the
states shown in Fig. 1b, and the corresponding lifetimes are the
inverses of the rates. By calculating the expected amount of
time required for an electron to pass through the system, we
obtain a quan ity proportional to the measured current I (s e
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Figure 2 Formati n of a double quantum dot. a, False-c lour mic ograph of a
device similar to the one used in th xperiments. A 2DEG was formed in a 12 nm
strained silicon quantum ell with a sheet ca rier density of 4×1011 cm−2 and a
mobility of 4 ,0 0 cm2 V−1 s−1. Ohmi con acts (indicated schem ticall by red
squares) w re formed by a nealing n all y of Au:Sb(1%) at 50 ◦C. Met l gates
used to form the quantum dots w re realized by depositing palladium on the sample
surface and are labelled on the mic ograph. The white arrow indicates the direction
of lectron flow when VSD > 0. b, Magnitude of the measured current s a function
f source–drain voltage VSD and the voltage on gate G. The black regio s indicate
C ulom blockade wh re the number of lectro s in the dot is fixed. Outside this
blockade, single- lectron tu nelling through the dot occurs. c, A numerical
simulati n of the charg density for the gate a show and for gate voltages
correspo ding to the double quantum dot d ta (d). Two lectrons pr fer t occupy
o posite sides of the open region b tween the gates. d, The single quantum dot was
deformed into two tu nel-couple dots in series by using a combinati n of negative
voltages on gates T, BL and BR. The magnitude of the measured current through the
double quantum dot is plotted s a functi n of the voltages on gates G and CS, with
VSD= 0.1mV. The dot coupled more to gate G (CS) is the left (right) dot. As
described in the text, the notation (m,n) presents th effective left and right dot
lectr n occupancy, and the tri le point stu ied in detail h re a pear inside the
blue circle.
S(2,0). T focus on these rates and to develop in u tion, we assume
th t all other rates are equal to a single rate, Γfast, an assumption
that does not change the qualitative understanding. Th resulting
pr p rtionality for the current is
I ∝ Γfast
3+ (ΓTS+ΓLS)/ΓS .
As this pr p rtionality shows, the triplet tail is observed if and
only if the sum of the triplet–singlet rel xation rate ΓTS and the
loading rate from th lead ΓLS is not large compared with the
escape rate ΓS. If the triplet–singlet rel xation rate is much faster
than the escape rate, then the tail regime will be blocka ed by
electrons tra ped in the S(2,0) state. In our experiments, ssentially
no reductio in current (∼5%) is observed moving from the bias
triangle in o the tail (from the blue diamond towards th teal cross
in Fig. 3d). Thus, electrons a e rarely tra ped in S(2 0), indicating
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Figure 1 Pauli spin blockade regime in a double quantum dot. a, Energy level
schematic diagram of a double quantum dot with one electron confined in the left
dot (black). The applied bias causes electron flow from the right lead (R) to the left
(L). Incoming electrons can for either a spin si gl t S(1,1) (gree ) or a spin triplet
T(1,1) (red). Electrons orming a singl t have a acc ssible fast channel through
S(2,0) to the left lead. In co trast, lectrons enteri g the triplet T(1,1) cannot exit
through T(2,0), resulting in metastable occupation of the T(1,1) state, and causing
spin blockade of the current. b, The identical energy level configuration as in a, but
with the direction of current flow reversed. Electrons entering S(2,0) have no fast
path through the system. If S(2,0) loads more rapidly than it unloads, current will be
blockaded. In contrast, electrons entering T(2,0) have an accessible fa t channel
through T(1,1), provided spin relaxation to S(2,0) (blue wavy arrow) does not occur.
Electron transport through the triplets, supported by a long spin lifetime, is
denoted LET.
to the singlet S(2,0). We observe this blockade as shown in
Fig. 3a–c. These measurements are taken at finite bias, where the
triple points expand into bias tria gles28. W en T(1,1) is loaded
and o relaxation occurs fr m T(1,1) to S(1,1), spin blockade is
observ d ( s arked by the orange triangl ) and the b as triangl is
truncated a shown schematically in Fig. 3b. The obse ved current
in the blockaded region is limited by the noise floor in the
measurement (7 fA r.m.s.). Spin blockade is fully lifted when the
T(2,0) state is brought below the T(1,1) state (blue star).
Now consider the same energy level configuration, but with
opposite bias across the dot (Fig. 1b). I previous work, this
configur tion s been shown to be blockaded2,8. In contrast, her
in Si e observe a strong ‘tail’ of curre in this configuration,
corresp nding to the extra parallelograms ( een outlin ) in
Fig. 3d,e. As shown in detail below, the condition for observing
this tail is that the metastable S(2,0) state must be loaded more
slowly than it empties. The relaxation rate from the T(2,0) state
into S(2,0) sets a lower bound for this loading rate. Because the
measured cu rent t the point labelled (+) is significant only when
the spin lifetime of T(2,0) is long, e denote this ail of current the
triplet ta l and the effect LET.
The dimensions of h t iplet tail in he charge stability diagram
(Fig. 3d,e) provide a measurement of the energy difference between
the (2,0) triplet and singlet states (EST = ET−ES). Both the length
of the tail and the distance between the tail and the edge of the
bias triangle correspond to EST (Fig. 3e). This (2,0) singlet–triplet
energy gap as extracted fr m the data is 240±30 µeV.
A simple rate model gives insight into when LET occurs.
The tes in the mod l corr spond to tr nsitions betwe n the
states shown in Fig. 1b, and the correspo ding lifetim s are the
inverses of the rat s. By calculati g the expected amou t of
time required for an electron to pass through the system, we
obtain a quantity proportional to the measured current I (see
Supplementary Information for the complete analysis). The slow
rates are of interest here: the relaxation rate ΓTS from the triplet
T(2,0) to the singlet S(2,0), the loading rate ΓLS of the singlet
S(2,0) from the lead and the unloading rate ΓS of the singlet
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Figure 2 F rmation of a doubl qu ntum do . a, False-colour micrograph of a
device similar to the one used in the experiments. A 2DEG was formed in a 12 nm
strained silicon quantum well with a sheet carrier density of 4×1011 cm−2 and a
mobility of 40,000 cm2 V−1 s−1. Ohmic contacts (indicated schematically by red
squares) were formed by annealing an alloy of Au:Sb(1%) at 550 ◦C. Metal gates
used to form the quantum dots were realized by depositing palladium on the sample
surface nd are labelled on the mi rograph. The white arrow indicates the direction
of electron flow whe VSD > 0. b, Magnitude of the measured current as a function
of s urce–drain voltage VSD and the voltage g te G. The bl ck r gions indicate
Coulomb blocka e wh re the number of electr ns in the dot is fixed. Outside this
blockade, single-electron tunnelling through the dot occurs. c, A numerical
simulation of the charge density for the gates as shown and for gate voltages
corresponding to the double quantum dot data (d). Two electrons prefer to occupy
opposite sides of the open region between the gates. d, The single quantum dot was
deformed into two tunnel-coupled dots in seri s by using a combination of negative
voltages on g tes T, BL and BR. The magni ude of t e measured current through the
double quantum dot is plotted as a function of the voltages on gates G and CS, with
VSD= 0.1mV. The dot coupled more to gate G (CS) is the left (right) dot. As
described in the text, the notation (m,n) represents the effective left and right dot
electron occupancy, and the triple point studied in detail here appears inside the
blue circle.
S(2,0). To focus on these rates and to develop intuition, we assume
that all other rates are equal to a single rate, Γfast, an assumption
that does not change the qualitative understanding. The resulting
proportionality for the current is
I ∝ Γfast
3+ (ΓTS+ΓLS)/ΓS .
As this propo tio ality show , th triplet tail is o s rved if and
only if the sum of the riplet–singlet rel x tion r te ΓTS and the
loading rate from the lead ΓLS is not large comp red with the
escape rate ΓS. If the triplet–singlet relaxation rate is much faster
than the escape rate, then the tail regime will be blockaded by
electrons trapped in the S(2,0) state. In our experiments, essentially
no reduction in current (∼5%) is observed moving from the bias
triangle into the tail (from the blue diamond towards the teal cross
in Fig. 3d). Thus, electrons are rarely trapped in S(2,0), indicating
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Figure 1 Pauli spin blockade r gime i a double quantum dot. , Energy lev l
schematic diagram of a double qua tum dot with on electron confined in the left
dot (black). The applied bias causes electron flow from the right lead (R) to the left
(L). Incoming electrons can form either a spin singlet S(1,1) (green) or a spin triplet
T(1,1) (red). Electrons forming a singlet have an accessible fast channel through
S(2,0) to the left lead. In contrast, electrons entering the triplet T(1,1) cannot exit
thr ug T(2,0), r sulting in metastable occupation of the T(1,1) st te, nd causing
spin bl ckade of the current. b, The i nti al e rgy l vel configuration as in a, but
with the direction of current flow reversed. Electrons entering S(2,0) have no fast
path through the system. If S(2,0) loads more rapidly than it unloads, current will be
blockaded. In contrast, electrons entering T(2,0) h ve an accessible fast channel
through T(1,1), provided spin relaxation to S(2,0) (blue wavy arrow) does not occur.
Electron transport through the triplets, supported by a long spin lifetime, is
denoted LET.
to the singlet S(2,0). We observe this blockade as shown in
Fig. 3a–c. These measurements are taken at finite bias, where the
triple points expand into bias triangles28. When T(1,1) is loaded
and no relaxation occurs from T(1,1) to S(1,1), spin blockade is
observed (as marked by the orange riangle) and the bias triangle i
truncated as shown schem tically in Fig. 3b. The obse ved current
in the blockaded region is limited by the noise floor in the
measurement (7 fA r.m.s.). Spin blockade is fully lifted when the
T(2,0) state is brought below the T(1,1) state (blue star).
Now consider the same energy level configuration, but with
opposite bias across the dot (Fig. 1b). In previous work, this
figuration has be n shown to b b o kaded2,8. In c trast, here
n Si we observe a strong ‘tail’ of current in this configuration,
correspondi g t the extra parallelograms (green outlin ) in
Fig. 3d,e. As sh n in detail below, the condition for observing
this tail is that the metastable S(2,0) state must be loaded more
slowly than it empties. The relaxation rate from the T(2,0) state
into S(2,0) sets a lower ound for this loa ing rate. Because the
measured curr nt he point labelled (+) is significant only when
t e spin lifetime of T(2,0) is long, we den te t is tail of current the
triplet tail and the effect LET.
The dimensions of the triplet tail in the charge stability diagram
(Fig. 3d,e) provide a measurement of the energy difference between
the (2,0) triplet and singlet states (EST = ET−ES). Both the length
of the tail and the distance between the tail and the edge of the
b as triangle c rrespond to EST (Fig. 3 ). T is (2,0) singlet–triplet
energy gap as extracted from the data is 240±30 µeV.
A simpl rate model gives insight into when LET occurs.
The rates in the model correspond to transitions between the
states shown in Fig. 1b, and the corresponding lifetimes are the
inverses of the rates. By calculating the expected amount of
time r quired fo an el ctron to pass through the s stem, we
obtain a quantity proportional to the measured current I (see
Suppl mentary Inf mati n for the complete analysis). The slow
rates are of interest here: the relaxation rate ΓTS from the triplet
T(2,0) to the singlet S(2,0), the loading rate ΓLS of the singlet
S(2,0) from the lead and the unloading rate ΓS of the singlet
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Figure 2 Formation of a double quantum dot. a, False-colour micrograph of a
device similar to the one us d in th xperiments. A 2DEG was formed in a 12 n
strained silicon quantu well ith a sheet carrier d nsity of 4×1011 cm−2 and a
mobility ,00 cm2 V−1 s−1. Ohmic contacts (indicated s hemati ally by red
squares) were formed by annealing an alloy of Au:Sb(1%) at 550 ◦C. Metal gates
used to form the quantum dots were realized by depositing palladium on the sample
surface and are labelled on the micrograph. The white arr w indicates the dir ction
of electron flow when VSD > 0. b, Magnitude of the measured current as a function
of sour e–drain v ltage VSD and the voltage o ga e G. The black regions in i at
Coulomb blo kade wher the number of electrons i the dot is fixed. Outside this
blockade, single-el ctron tunne i g through the dot ccurs. c, A numerical
simulation of the charge density for the gates as shown and for gate voltages
corresponding to the double quantum dot data (d). Two electrons prefer to occupy
opposite sides of the open region between the gates. d, The single quantum dot was
deformed into two tunnel-coupled dots in series by using a combination of n gative
voltages n gates T, BL and BR. The magnitude of the me sur d current through the
doubl qua tum d t is plotted as a function of th voltages on gates G and CS, with
VSD= 0.1mV. The dot coupled more to gate G (CS) is the l ft (right) dot. As
described in the text, the notation (m,n) represents the effective left and right dot
electron occupancy, and the triple point studied in detail here appears inside the
blue circle.
S(2,0). To focus on these rates and to develop intuition, we assume
that all other rates are equal to a single rate, Γfast, an assumption
that does not change the qualitative understanding. The resulting
proportionality for the current is
I ∝ Γfast
3+ (ΓTS+ΓLS)/ΓS .
As this proportionality shows, the triplet tail is observed if and
only if the sum of the triplet–singlet relaxation rate ΓTS and the
loading rate from the lead ΓLS is not large compared with the
escape rate ΓS. If the triplet–singl t rel xa ion rate is much faster
than the escape rate, then the tail regime will be blockaded by
electrons tra ped in the S(2,0) state. In our exp riments, essentially
no reduction in current (∼5%) is observed moving from the bias
triangle into the tail (from the blue diamond towards the teal cross
in Fig. 3d). Thus, electrons are rarely trapped in S(2,0), indicating
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Figure 1 Pauli spin blockade regime i a d uble quantum d t. a, Energy l v l
schematic diagram of a ouble quantum d t with one electron confined in the left
dot (black). The applied bi s causes electron flow from the right lead (R) to he left
(L). Incoming electrons can form either a spin singlet S(1,1) (green) or a spin triplet
T(1,1) (red). Electrons forming a singlet have an accessible fast channel through
S(2,0) to the left l ad. In contrast, electr ns entering the triplet T(1,1) cannot exit
through T(2,0), resulting in metastable occupation of the T(1,1) state, and causing
spin blockade of the current. b, The identical energy level configuration as in a, but
with the direction of urrent flow reversed. Electro s ent ring S(2,0) have o fast
path through th system. If S(2,0) loads more rapidly th n it unloa s, curren will be
blockaded. In contrast, el ctrons entering T(2,0) have a accessible fast channel
through T(1,1), provided spin relaxation to S(2,0) (blue wavy arrow) does not occ .
Electron transport through the triplets, supported by a long spin lifetime, is
denoted LET.
to the singlet S(2,0). We observe this blockade as h wn in
Fig. 3a–c. These measurements are taken at finite bias, where the
triple points expand into bias triangles28. When T(1,1) is loaded
and no relaxation occurs from T(1,1) to S(1,1), spin blockade is
observed (as marked by the orange triangle) and the bias triangle is
trun ated as shown sche atically in Fig. 3b. Th observed curr nt
in the blockaded region is limit d by the noise floor in the
mea urement (7 fA r.m.s.). Spin blockade is fully lifted when the
T(2,0) state is brought below th T(1,1) state (blue star).
Now consider the same energy level configuration, but with
opposite bias across the dot (Fig. 1b). In previous work, this
configuration has been shown to be blockade 2,8. In contrast, here
in S we observe a strong ‘tail’ of current in his c nfiguration,
correspondi g to th extra p r llelograms (green outline) in
Fig. 3d,e. As shown in detail bel w, the condition for obs rving
this tail is t at the metastable S(2,0) state must be loa ed ore
slowly than i mpties. The rel xation rate from the ( , ) s ate
i to S(2,0) sets a lower bound for this loading rate. se the
measured current at the point labelled (+) is significan hen
th spin li etime of T(2,0) is long, we denote this tail of c rre t the
triplet tail and the effect LET.
The dimensions of the triplet tail in the charge stability diagram
(Fig. 3d,e) provide a measurement of the e ergy differen e between
the (2,0) triplet and singlet states (EST = ET−ES). Both the length
of t e t il and t e distance between the tail and the edge of the
bias triangle correspond to EST (Fig. 3 ). This (2,0) singlet–triplet
energy gap as extracted from the d a is 240±30 µ V.
A simple rate mod l gives insight into when LET occurs.
The rates in the mod l correspond to transitio s b tw en the
st shown in Fig. 1b, and the c rresponding lifetim s are the
inverses of the r tes. By cal ulating the exp ct d mount of
time r quir d for an electro to pass through the sys em, we
obtain a quantity p portional to the measur d current I (see
Supplementary Information for the complete analysis). The slow
rates are of interest here: the relaxation rate ΓTS from the triplet
T(2,0) to the singlet S(2,0), the loading rate ΓLS of the singlet
S(2,0) from the lead and the unloading rate ΓS of the singlet
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Figure 2 Formation of a double quantum dot. a, False-colour micrograph of a
device similar to the one used in the experiments. A 2DEG was formed in a 12 nm
st ained silicon quantum well with a sheet carrier density of 4×1011 cm−2 and a
mobility of 40,000 c 2 V−1 s−1. Ohmic contacts (indicated schematically by red
squares) w re formed by annealing an alloy of Au:Sb(1%) at 550 ◦C. Metal gat s
used to form the quantum dots were realized by depositing palladium on the sample
surface and are labelled on the micrograph. The white arrow indicates the direction
of electron flow when VSD > 0. b, Magnitude of the measured current as a function
of source–drain voltag VSD and the voltag on gate G. T black regions indicat
C ulomb blockade h re he umber of electrons in the dot i fixed. O tsid th s
bl ckade, single-ele tr n tunn lling throug the dot occurs. c, A num rical
simulation of the charge density for the gates as sho n and for gate voltages
corr sponding to the double quantum dot data (d). Two electrons pr fer to occupy
opposite sides of the open region between the gates. d, The single quantum dot was
deformed into two tunnel-coupled dots in series by using a combination of negative
voltages on gates T, BL and BR. The magnitude of the me sured current through the
double q antum dot is plott d as a f nction of he voltages on gates G and CS, with
VSD= 0.1mV. The dot coupled more to gate G (CS) is the left (right) dot. As
described in the text, the notation (m,n) represents the effective left and right dot
electron occupancy, and the triple point studied in detail here appears inside the
l ir le.
S(2,0). T focus on these rates a elop intuition, we assume
that all other rates are equal to a single rate, Γfast, an assumption
that does not change the qualitative understanding. The resulting
proportionality for the current is
I ∝ Γfast
3+ (ΓTS+ΓLS)/ΓS .
As t is proportionality s ows, the triplet tail is observed if and
only if the sum f the triplet–singl t elaxation rate ΓTS and the
loading rate fr t e lead ΓLS is not larg compared with the
escape rate ΓS. If triplet–singlet relax tion rate is uch faster
than th escape rate, then the tail gime will be blockaded by
electrons trapped in the S(2,0) state. In our experiments, essentially
no reduction in current (∼5%) is observed moving from the bias
triangle into the tail (from the blue diamond towards the teal cross
in Fig. 3d). Thus, electrons are rarely trapped in S(2,0), indicating
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Figure 1 Pauli spin blockade regime i a doubl quantu dot. a, En rgy level
schematic diagram of a double quant m d t with one lectron c nfin d i th left
dot (black). The applied bias causes electron flow from t e right lea (R) to th l ft
(L). Incoming electrons can form either a spin inglet S(1,1) (green) r spin tripl t
T(1,1) (red). Electrons forming a singlet have an accessible fast channel through
S(2,0) to the left lead. In contrast, electrons entering the triple T(1,1) c n ot exit
through T(2,0), resulting in metas ab ccupatio of he T(1,1) state, and causing
spin blockade of the current. b, The identical nergy l vel configuration as in , but
with the direction of current flow revers . Electrons ntering S(2,0) hav no fast
path through the system. If S(2,0) loads more rapidly tha it unloads, current will be
blockaded. In contrast, elec o s entering T(2,0) av an accessible fast channel
through T(1,1), provided spin relaxation to (2,0) (blue w vy arrow) does ot o cur.
Electron transport through the triplets, supported by a long spin lifetime, is
denoted LET.
to the singlet S(2,0). We obs ve is blocka a how i
Fig. 3a–c. These measuremen s are tak n at finit bias, wh re t e
triple points expand into bias tr a g 28. When T(1,1) i loa
and no relaxation occurs from T(1,1) to S(1,1), spin bl ckade is
observed (as marked by the orange triangl ) and th bi s triangl is
truncated as shown schematically in Fig. 3b. The observed current
in the blockaded region is li i d by th oi fl r i th
measurement (7 fA r.m.s.). Spin blockad is fully lifted when e
T(2,0) state is brought below the T(1,1) tate (b e s ar).
Now consider the same en rgy level configurati n, b t wit
opposite bias across the dot (Fig. 1b). I previ us work, t is
configuration has been shown to be blockade 2,8. I contrast, here
in Si we observe a strong ‘tail’ f curre t in this configuration,
corresponding to the extra arallelograms (gree outline) in
Fig. 3d,e. As shown in detail below, the condition for observing
this tail is that the me astable S(2,0) state mus be loaded ore
slowly than it empties. The relaxation rate from the T(2,0) state
into S(2,0) sets a lower bound for this loading rate. Because the
measured current at the point labelled (+) is significant only when
the spin lifetime of T(2,0) is long, we denote this tail of current the
triplet tail and the effect LET.
The dimensions of the triplet tail in the charge stability diagram
(Fig. 3d,e) provide a measurement of the energy difference between
the (2,0) triplet and singlet states (EST = ET−ES). Both the length
of the tail and the distance between the tail and the edge of the
bias triangle correspond to EST (Fig. 3e). This (2,0) singlet–triplet
energy gap as extracted from the data is 240±30 µeV.
A simple rate model gives insight into when LET occurs.
The rates in the model correspond to transitions between the
states shown in Fig. 1b, and the corresponding lifetimes are the
inverses of the rates. By calculating the expected amount of
time required for an electron to pass through the system, we
obtain a quantity proportional to the measured current I (see
Supplementary Information for the complete analysis). The slow
rates are of interest here: the relaxation rate ΓTS from the triplet
T(2,0) to the singlet S(2,0), the loading rate ΓLS of the singlet
S(2,0) from the lead and the unloading rate ΓS of the singlet
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Figur 2 For atio of a d ubl quantum dot. a, False-colour micrograph of a
devi e si ilar t the one used in the xperiments. A 2DEG was formed in a 12 nm
strained sili on quantum well w th a s eet c rrier ensity of 4×1011 cm−2 and a
mobility of 40,000 cm2 V−1 s−1. Ohmic contacts (indicated schematically by red
squares) wer formed by a n aling n alloy of Au:Sb(1%) at 550 ◦C. Metal gates
used to form the q an um dots were realized by de ositi g palladium on the sample
surface and a l b lled on the micrograph. The white arrow indicates the direction
of electron flow when VSD > 0. b, Magnitude of the measured current as a function
of source–drain voltage VSD and the voltage on gate G. The black regions indicate
C ulomb blockade where the number of electrons in the dot is fixed. Outside this
blockade, single-el ctron tunnelling through the dot occurs. c, A numerical
simulation of the cha ge density for the gates as shown and for gate voltages
c rres onding to the double quantum do data ( ). T o electrons prefer to occupy
opposite sides of the open region between the gates. d, The single quantum dot was
defo med into two tunnel-coupl d dots in s ri by u i g a combination of negative
voltages on gates T, BL and BR. The magnitude of the measured current through the
double quantum dot is plott d s functio of the volt es on gates G and CS, with
VSD= 0.1mV. The dot coupled more to gate G (CS) is the left (right) dot. As
described in the text, the notation (m,n) represents the effective left and right dot
electr n oc upancy, and the triple point studied in detail here appears inside the
blue circle.
S(2,0). To focus on these rates and to develop intuition, we assume
that all other rates are equal to a single rate, Γfast, an assumption
that does not change the qualitative understanding. The resulting
proportionality for the current is
I ∝ Γfast
3+ (ΓTS+ΓLS)/ΓS .
As this proportionality shows, the triplet tail is observed if and
only if the sum of the triplet–singlet relaxation rate ΓTS and the
loading rate from the lead ΓLS is not large compared with the
escape rate ΓS. If the triplet–singlet relaxation rate is much faster
than the escape rate, then the tail regime will be blockaded by
electrons trapped in the S(2,0) state. In our experiments, essentially
no reduction in current (∼5%) is observed moving from the bias
triangle into the tail (from the blue diamond towards the teal cross
in Fig. 3d). Thus, electrons are rarely trapped in S(2,0), indicating
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Figure 1 Pauli spin blockade regime in a double quantum dot. a, Energy level
schematic diagram of a double quantum dot with one electron confined in the left
dot (black). The applied bias causes electron flow from the right lead (R) to the l ft
(L). Incoming electrons can form either a spin singlet S(1,1) (green) or a spin triplet
T(1,1) (red). Electrons forming a singlet have an accessible fast channel through
S(2,0) to the left lead. In contrast, electrons entering the triplet T(1,1) cannot exit
through T(2,0), resulting in metastable occupation of the T(1,1) state, and causing
spin blockade of the current. b, The identical energy level configuration as in a, but
with the direction of current flow reversed. Electrons entering S(2,0) have no fast
path through the system. If S(2,0) loads more rapidly than it unloads, current will be
blockaded. In contrast, electrons entering T(2,0) have an accessible fast channel
through T(1,1), provided spin relaxation to S(2,0) (blue wavy arrow) does not occur.
Electron transport through the triplets, supported by a long spin lifetime, is
denoted LET.
to the singlet S(2,0). We observe this blockade as shown in
Fig. 3a–c. These measurements are taken at finite bias, where th
triple points expand into bias triangles28. When T(1,1) is loaded
and no relaxation occurs from T(1,1) to S(1,1), spin blockade is
observed (as marked by the orange triangle) and the bias triangle is
truncated as shown schematically in Fig. 3b. The observed cur nt
in the blockaded region is limited by the noise floor in the
measurement (7 fA r.m.s.). Spin blockade is fully lifted whe the
T(2,0) state is brought below the T(1,1) state (blue star).
Now consider the same energy level configuration, but with
opposite bias across the dot (Fig. 1b). In previous work, this
configuration has been shown to be blockaded2,8. In contrast, here
in Si we observe a strong ‘tail’ of current in this configuration,
corresponding to the extra parallelograms (green outline) i
Fig. 3d,e. As shown in detail below, the condition for observing
this tail is that the metastable S(2,0) state must be loaded more
slowly than it empties. The relaxation rate from the T(2,0) state
into S(2,0) sets a lower bound for this loading rate. Because th
measured current at the point labelled (+) is significant only when
the spin lifetime of T(2,0) is long, we denote this tail of current the
triplet tail and the effect LET.
The dimensions of the triplet tail in the charge stability diagra
(Fig. 3d,e) provide a measurement of the energy difference between
the (2,0) triplet and singlet states (EST = ET−ES). Both the length
of the tail and the distance between the tail and the edge f the
bias triangle correspond to EST (Fig. 3e). This (2,0) singlet–triplet
energy gap as extracted from the data is 240±30 µeV.
A simple rate model gives insight into when LET occurs.
The rates in the model correspond to transitions between the
states shown in Fig. 1b, and the corresponding lifetimes are the
inverses of the rates. By calculating the expected amount of
time required for an electron to pass through the system, we
obtain a quantity proportional to the measured current I (see
Supplementary Information for the complete analysis). The low
rates are of interest here: the relaxation rate ΓTS from the triplet
T(2,0) to the singlet S(2,0), the loading rate ΓLS of the single
S(2,0) from the lead and the unloading rate ΓS of the singlet
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Figu 2 F rm i f d l q a m dot. a, False-colour micrograph of a
dev c imil r to h n u i xp riments. A 2DEG was formed in a 12 nm
strai d si i q tum w ll wi ee c rrier density of 4×1011 cm−2 and a
mobility of 40,000 cm2 V−1 s−1. O mic c ntacts (indicated schematically by red
qu r ) w f rm d by ann ling an lloy of Au:Sb(1%) at 550 ◦C. Metal gates
used t f m q um d were r alized by depositing palladium on the sample
sur ac r b ll d n th micrograph. The white arrow indicates the direction
of l c r flow when VSD > 0. b, M gnitude of the measured current as a function
of s urc – r i v l ag VSD a d th v lta o ga e G. The black regions indicate
C u omb l ck where the num r of ele tr s in the dot is fixed. Outside this
lock , singl - lectron tunnelling t rough the dot occurs. c, A numerical
s ul i f harg d n ity fo t ates as shown and for gate voltages
cor po din to d ubl qua u d ata (d). Two electrons prefer to occupy
pp si sides of h p n gio b tw en the gates. d, The single quantum dot was
deformed i two tun l- oupl d dot in series by using a combination of negative
voltag s o g t s T, BL a d BR. Th agnitu e of the measured current through the
d ubl quantum dot is pl ed as func i of the voltages on gates G and CS, with
VSD= 0.1 V. The dot coupl d ore to gate G (CS) is the left (right) dot. As
described in th t xt, t e not io (m, ) represents the effective left and right dot
electron occupancy, and the tripl point studi d in detail here appears inside the
blue circl .
S(2,0). To focus on these r tes and develop intuition, we assume
that all o her ra es a e eq al to a ingle rate, Γfast, an assumption
that does no change the ualitative understanding. The resulting
proportionality f r the cu rent is
I ∝ Γfast
3+ (ΓTS+ΓLS)/ΓS .
As this proporti nality shows, the triplet tail is observed if and
only if th s m f the triplet–singl t relaxation rate ΓTS and the
loading rate from he lead ΓLS is not large compared with the
escape rate ΓS. If t iplet–sing et relaxation rate is much faster
than the escape rate, t en he tail r gime will be blockaded by
electrons trap ed in the S 2,0) state. In our experiments, essentially
no reduction in current (∼5%) is obse ved moving from the bias
triangle into the tail (from th blue d amond towards the teal cross
in Fig. 3d). Thus, electrons are rarely trapped in S(2,0), indicating
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Figure 1 Pauli spin blockade regime in a double quantum dot. a, Energy level
schematic diagram of a double quantum d t with one lectron confined in th l ft
dot (bla k). The pplied bias cau e electro flow from th ight lea (R) to the lef
(L). In mi g electrons c n form eith r a spin ing t S(1,1) (gree ) or a spin triplet
T(1,1) (r ). Electr s forming a si glet have an accessible fast hannel through
S(2,0) t t . In contrast, electrons ent ring the triplet T(1,1) cannot exit
through T(2,0), resulting i metastable occupation of the T(1,1) st te, and causing
spin blockade of the current. b, The id ntical nergy level configuration as in a, but
with the direction of curr nt flow reversed. El ctrons entering S(2,0) have no fast
path through the system. If S(2,0) loads more rapidly than it unload , urrent will be
blockaded. In c trast, electrons entering T(2,0) h ve an accessible fast channel
through T( ,1), provi ed spin rel xation to S(2,0) (blue wavy arrow) does not o cur.
Electro transport through the triplets, supported by a long spin lifetime, is
denoted LET.
to the single S(2,0). W observe this blockade as s own in
Fig. 3a–c. These measuremen s re taken at fi ite bias, where the
triple points expand into bias triangles28. When T(1,1) is loaded
and no relaxation occurs from T(1,1) to S(1,1), spin blockade is
observed (as marked by the orange triangle) and the bias triangle is
truncated as shown schematically in Fig. 3b. The observed current
in the blockaded r gion is limited by the noise floor in the
measurement (7 fA r.m.s.). Spin blockad is f lly lifted w en the
T(2,0) tate is broug t below th T(1,1) sta e (blue st r).
Now conside the same ene gy l vel configuration, but with
opposite bias across the dot (Fi . 1b). In pr vi s work, this
configuratio has been shown t be blockaded2,8. In contrast, here
in Si we observ a strong ‘tail’ of current in this c nfiguration,
corresponding to the extra parallelograms (green outline) in
Fig. 3d,e. As sh wn in detail below, t e condition for observing
this tail is that the etastable S(2,0) state must be loaded more
slowly than it empties. The relaxation rate from the T(2,0) state
into S(2,0) sets a lower bound for t is loading r te. Because the
measur d current a th point lab ll d (+) is sig ificant only when
the spin lifetime of T(2,0) is long, we denote this tail of current the
triplet tail n he eff ct LET.
Th dim nsions f the tr plet tail in the charge stabili y diagram
(Fig. 3d,e) provide asu ement of t e en r y difference bet een
the (2,0) triplet and singlet states (EST = ET−ES). Both t e length
of the tail and the distance between the tail and the edge of e
bias triangle corr spond to EST (Fig. 3e). This (2,0) singlet–tripl t
energy gap as extracted from th data is 240±30 µeV.
A simple rate odel ives insight into when LE occurs.
The ates i the model correspond to ransitions between the
states shown in Fig. 1b, and the corresponding lifetimes are the
inverses of the rates. By calculati g the expected amou t of
ti e requir for an lectro to p ss through the system, we
obtain a quantity proportional to the measured current I (see
Supplementary Information for the complete analysis). The slow
rates are of interest here: the relaxation rate ΓTS from the triplet
T(2,0) to the singlet S(2,0), the loading rate ΓLS of the singlet
S(2,0) from the lead and the unloading rate ΓS of the singlet
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Figure 2 Formation of a double quantum ot. a, Fal e-c lour icrogr ph of a
device similar to the one u ed in t e experime t . A 2DEG wa for ed in a 12 nm
t ined silicon quantum well with a sheet carrier density of 4×1011 cm−2 and a
mobility of 40,000 cm2 V−1 s−1. Ohmic contacts (in icated schematically by red
squares) ere formed by anne li g an alloy of Au:Sb(1%) at 550 ◦C. Metal gates
sed to form the quantum dots we e realized by depositing palladium on the sample
surface and are labelled on the micrograph. The white arrow indicates the direction
of electron flow when VSD > 0. b, Magnitude of the measured current as a function
of source–drain v ltage VSD and the voltage on gat G. The black regions indicate
Coulomb blockade where the number of electrons in the dot is fixed. Outside this
blocka , single-electron tunnelling throug the dot occurs. c, A num ical
simul tion of the charge density for the gates as show nd f r gate voltages
c rrespondi g to the double quantum dot data (d). Two l ctrons pr fer to occ py
pposite sides of the open region betwee the gat s. d, Th ingle quan um dot was
deformed into two tunnel-c led d ts in series by using a combination of negative
voltag s o gates T, BL a d BR. The agnitude of the m asured current through the
double quantum dot is plotted as a function of the voltages on gates G an CS, with
VSD= 0.1mV. The dot coupled more to gate G (CS) is the left (right) do . As
described in the text, the notation (m,n) represents the effective left and right dot
electron occupancy, and the triple point studied in detail here appears inside the
blue circle.
S(2,0). To focus on th se rates and to develop intuition, we assume
that all other rates are equal to single rate, Γfast, an assumption
that does not change the qualitative unde anding. The resulting
proportionality for the current is
I ∝ Γfast
3+ (ΓTS+ΓLS)/ΓS .
As this proportionality shows, the tripl t tail is observed if and
only if the sum of the triplet–singlet relaxation rate ΓTS and the
loading rate from the lead ΓLS is not large compared with the
escape r te ΓS. If th triplet–singlet rel xation rate is much faster
than the escape rate, then the tail regime will be blockaded by
electrons trapped in the S(2,0) state. In our experiments, essentially
no reduction in current (∼5%) is observed moving from the bias
triangle into the tail (from the blue diamond towards the teal cross
in Fig. 3d). Thus, electrons are rarely trapped in S(2,0), indicating
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Figure 1 Pauli spin blockade regime in a doubl qu ntum d t. a, Energy l vel
schematic diagram of a double quantum dot with one l ctron onfin d i the l ft
dot (black). The applied bias causes electr n flow fr the ri ht lead (R) t h left
(L). Incoming electrons can form either a spi sin l t S(1,1) (gre n) o spi tripl t
T(1,1) (red). Electrons forming a singlet have an accessible fast ch n l throu
S(2,0) to the left lead. In contrast, electrons entering the rip et T(1,1) ca n t xi
through T(2,0), resulting in metastable occupation of the (1,1) tate, nd ca s g
spin blockade of the current. b, The identical energy level configu a ion as in a, but
with the direction of current flow reversed. El ct ons ent i g S(2,0) hav no f st
path through the system. If S(2,0) loads more apidly t an it u loads, cur ent ill be
blockaded. In contrast, electrons entering T(2,0) have n ac es ibl fa t ch nnel
through T(1,1), provided spin relaxation to S(2,0) (blue wavy a row) d es t occ r.
Electron transport through the triplets, support d by lon s in lifetim , i
denoted LET.
to the singlet S(2,0). We observe this bl ck s shown i
Fig. 3a–c. These measurements are taken at finite b as, wher the
triple points expand into bias triangles28. When T(1,1) i loaded
and no relaxation occurs from T(1,1) to S(1,1), spin bl ckad is
observed (as marked by the orange triangle) and the bias t iangle is
truncated as shown schematically in Fig. 3b. The bserved curr nt
in the blockaded region is limited by t nois fl or n he
measurement (7 fA r.m.s.). Spin bl ckade i fully lif ed whe the
T(2,0) state is brought below the T(1,1) s te ( lu tar).
Now consider the same energy lev l c nfigu a ion, b t w t
opposite bias across the dot (Fig. 1b). I previous work, this
configuration has been shown to be blocka d2,8. I contrast, ere
in Si we observe a strong ‘tail’ of curre in this co figuratio ,
corresponding to the extra parallelograms (green outline) in
Fig. 3d,e. As shown in detail below, the con itio or o serving
this tail is that the metastable S(2,0) sta e must b load d mo e
slowly than it empties. The r laxation r t from th (2,0) sta e
int S(2,0) sets a l wer bou f r this loadi g r te. Because the
measured current at the point labelled (+) i signifi ant nly wh n
the spin lifetime of T(2,0) is long, w d not thi t il f current th
triplet tail and the ffect LET.
The dimensions of the triplet tail n the ch ge st bili y di ram
(Fig. 3d,e) provide a measurement of the n rgy diffe n betw n
the (2,0) triplet and singlet stat s (EST = ET−ES). Both th le th
of the tail and the distance betw en the tail a the edge of the
bias triangle correspond to EST (Fig. 3e). is (2,0) single –tr plet
energy gap as extracted from the da a is 240±30 µeV.
A simple rate m del gives insi ht into when LET occ rs.
The rates in the model correspond to t tions betwee the
states shown in Fig. 1b, and the correspo ding lifetimes a e the
inverses of the rates. By calculating th xp te am u of
time required for an electron to pass hrough th syst m, w
obtain a quantity proportional to the measured current I (se
Supplementary Information for the complete analysis). The slow
rates are of interest here: the relaxation ate ΓTS fr m th tr plet
T(2,0) to the singlet S(2,0), the loading rate ΓLS of the singlet
S(2,0) from the lead and the unloading rate ΓS of th singlet
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Figure 2 Formati f d l q ntu t. a, F lse-col ur micrograph of a
device similar t the on u e in t experi nt . A 2DEG was formed in a 12 nm
trai ed silicon quantu wel th sh et carrier density of 4×1011 cm−2 and a
mobili y of 40,000 c 2 V−1 s 1. Ohmi contac s (in icat d ch matically by red
squares) wer f rm d by a alin n all y of Au:Sb(1%) at 550 ◦C. Metal gates
u ed to form the quant m do were realized by epositing palladium on the sample
surf c and are labelled on t micrograph. The whi arr w indicates the direction
of electron fl w w n VSD > . b, Magnitude of th measured current as a function
of ourc –d ain volt ge VSD the v lt ge on gate G. Th black regions indicate
Coulomb blocka e w re the b r f electrons in th dot is fixed. Outside this
blockade, single- lectr n tun elling rough t e dot oc rs. c, A numerical
simulation f the charg den ity f r t ates as sh n and for gate voltages
c rrespondin th o ble antu ot data ( ). Two electrons prefer to occupy
pposite si es f th p n r ion b we n the at s. d, The s ngle quantum dot was
deformed into two tunnel- l d d s in eri s y usi a combinati n of negative
v ltages on ga s T, BL and B . The magnitud of th measured current through the
d uble quantum dot is plo t as a f nction of th voltag s on gates G and CS, with
VSD= 0.1mV. The dot c upl m re to gate G CS) i the lef (right) dot. As
described in the t xt, the not tion (m,n) r pr sents the effective left and right dot
l ctron occupancy, a d t iple point studi d in detail here appears inside the
blu circl .
S(2,0). To focus n the rates and to devel p intuition, we assume
tha other rates ar qual to a single ra e, Γfast, an assumption
that does no change t e qua i ative und ta ding. The resulting
pr por ionality f r the urren s
I
Γfast
3+ ( TS+ΓLS)/ΓS .
As this pr po ti alit shows, th triplet ta l is observed if and
nly if the sum f the triplet–si glet relaxatio rate ΓTS and the
lo di g r te fr m the lead ΓLS is t larg mpared with the
scap rat ΓS. If th i let–singl t elaxatio rate is much faster
tha th escape rate, en he tail r gime will be blockaded by
electrons trapped in th S(2,0) stat . In our xperiments, essentially
no reducti n in curre (∼5%) is obs rved oving from the bias
triangle in o the tail (f th blue di mond towards the teal cross
in Fig. 3d). Thus, elect ns e r ly trapped in S(2,0), indicating
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Figure 1 Pauli spin blockade regime in a double quantum dot. a, Energy level
schematic diagram of a double quantum dot with one electron confined in the left
dot (black). The applied bias causes electron flow from the right lead (R) to the left
(L). Incoming electrons can form either a spin singlet S(1,1) (green) or a spin triplet
T(1,1) (red). Electrons forming a singlet have an accessible fast channel through
S(2,0) to the left lead. In contrast, electrons entering the triplet T(1, cannot exit
through T(2,0), resulting in metastable occupation of the T(1,1) state, and causing
spin blockade of the current. b, The identical energy level configuration as in a, but
with the direction of current flow reversed. Electrons entering S(2,0) have no fast
path through the system. If S(2,0) loads more rapidly than it unloads, current will be
blockaded. In contrast, electrons entering T(2,0) have an accessible fast channel
through T(1,1), provided spin relaxation to S(2,0) (blue wavy arrow) does not occur.
Electron transport through the triplets, supported by a long spin lifetime, is
denoted LET.
to the singlet S(2,0). We observe this blo as sh w in
Fig. 3a–c. These measurements are taken at finit bias, where the
tripl points expand into bias triangles28. When T(1,1) is ade
and no relaxation occurs from T(1,1) to S(1,1), spi bl ckad is
observed (as marked by the orange triangle) nd the bias triangle is
truncate as sh wn schem tically in Fig. 3b. Th bs ved c r t
in the blockaded region is limite y t e nois flo r in t e
measurement (7 fA r.m.s.). Spin blockade is fully lifted when the
T(2,0) state is brought below the T 1,1) stat (blue t ).
Now consider the same energy level configuration, but with
opposite bias across the dot (Fig. 1b . I previ us work, this
configuration ha been shown to be blockaded2,8. I cont s , her
in Si we observe a strong ‘tail’ of current i this c nfiguration,
corresponding to the extra parallel grams (gre outli ) in
Fig. 3d,e As shown in detail below, th con iti fo obs rv ng
this tail is that the metastable S(2,0) state must be loaded more
slowly than it empties. The relaxati n rate fro h T(2,0) s ate
into S(2,0) sets a lower bound for s loa i r te. B us e
measured current at the point labelled (+) is significa t o ly when
the spin lifetime of T(2,0) is long, we den t t is tail of urr nt the
tr plet ail and the effect LET.
The dimensions of the triplet tail in the cha ge stability diag am
(Fig. 3d,e) provide a measurement of ergy diff nce betw
the (2,0) triplet and singlet states (EST = ET−ES). Bo h the ng h
of the tail and the distance between t e ail and the edge of the
bias triangle correspond to EST (Fig. 3e). T i (2,0) singl t–tripl t
energy gap as extracted from the data is 240±30 µ V.
A simple rate model gives insight i t wh LE occur .
The rates in the model correspond to ra siti s b twe n th
states shown in Fig. 1b, and the corresp n g lif i s are t e
inverses of t e rates. By calcu atin t e x ect d am nt of
time required for an electron to pass hrough the sys em, e
obtain a quanti y proportional to the measu d curre t I (s e
Supplementary Information for the m l e ana ysi ). The sl w
ra es are of interest h re: the relaxation rate ΓTS from e riplet
T(2,0) to the singlet S(2,0), the loa ing r te ΓLS of he singlet
S(2,0) from the lead and the unloading rate ΓS of the singlet
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Figure 2 Formation of a double quantum dot. a, False-colour micrograph of a
device similar to the one used in the experi ents. A 2DEG was formed in a 12 nm
strained silicon quantum well with a sheet carrier density of 4×1011 cm−2 and a
mobility of 40,000 cm2 V−1 s−1. Ohmic contacts (indicated schematically by red
squar s) were formed by annealing an alloy of Au:Sb(1%) at 550 ◦C. Metal gates
used to form the quantum dots were realized by depositing palladium on the sample
surfac and are labelled on the micrograph. The white arrow indicates the direction
of el c ron flow when VSD > 0. b, Magnitude of the measured current as a function
of source–drain voltage VSD and the voltage on gate G. The black regions indicate
Coulomb blockade where the number of electrons in the dot is fixed. Outside this
bl ckade, single-electron tunnelling through the dot occurs. c, A numerical
simulation of the charge density for the gates as shown and for gate voltages
co r s onding to the double quantum dot data (d). Two electrons prefer to occupy
opposite sides of the open region between the gates. d, The single quantum dot was
deformed into two tunnel-coupled dots in series by using a combination of negative
v lta es on gates T, BL and BR. The magnitude of the measured current through the
double quantum dot is plotted as a function of the voltages on gates G and CS, with
VSD= 0.1mV. The dot coupled more to gate G (CS) is the left (right) dot. As
described in the text, the notation (m,n) represents the effective left and right dot
lectron occupancy, and the triple point studied in detail here appears inside the
bl e circle.
S(2,0). To focus on these rates and to develop intuition, we assume
th t all other rates are equal to a single rate, Γfast, an assumption
th t does not change the qualitative understanding. The resulting
propor ionality for the current is
I ∝ Γfast
3+ (ΓTS+ΓLS)/ΓS .
As this proportionality shows, the triplet tail is observed if and
nly if the sum of the triplet–singlet relaxation rate ΓTS and the
l ading rate from the lead ΓLS is not large compared with the
cape rate ΓS. If the triplet–singlet relaxation rate is much faster
tha the escape rate, then the tail regi e will be blockaded by
lectrons trapped i th S(2,0) stat . In u ex eriments, essentially
no reduction in current (∼5%) is obse ved m ving from the bias
triangle into the tail (from the blue dia ond towards the teal cross
in Fig. 3 ). Thus, l ctro s ar rarely t apped i S(2,0), indicating
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FIG. 1: (a) T ansport curr nt ISD in a Si/SiGe double qu ntum dot (color scale) a function of controlling gate voltages, VG
(V) and VCS (V), p rt d in Ref. 8. Inset shows an S M i age of the gates with a numerically simulated double dot overlayed.
White letters (T, BL, G, BR CS) b g t s n red letters (S, D) l bel t e source and drain. For this data, electrons flow
from left to right. (b) A cartoon of he bi triangles and lines of high current. Inset shows the energy axes of the dots. The
lower (upper) f atures are he electro (hol ) tria gle . Re a hed lines represent current through the singlet (singlet-like)
cha l of e electr n (hol ) bias tri ngl nd bl e dot-das ed lines the triple (triplet-like) triangle. A and B are resonant
p aks of the singlet and triple electro riangles. C is the reso a peak of the singlet-like hole triangle. A and C are the
riple points a th bou dary of the (1,0), (1,1), (2,0) and (1,1), (2,0), (2,1) charge occupations. F lies along the line extending
fr m the l; i is epresentative poi t w re c u nelin is dominant. EST is th (2,0) singlet-triplet energy splitting. Data
ar o ain d a a rev se-bia ur rain voltage, VSD = −0.274 mV, first published in Ref. 8 as −0.3 mV. Ref. 13 details the
quantitative fits t identify th triangles. (c) T e prediction using the conventional hole picture in the three-electron regime is
sh wn s two pa ll l li s (black), which is i consis nt with e ail obs ved in the data.
high current at the left edg of the bias triangle (line ζη)
for gr un stat ransport, which is expect d sin he
left barri r bs v d to be the bo tleneck in the two-
l r r gim . Howeve , in t e bias tria gle fo excited
sta e tra spo t, th r is a ‘tail’ par llel to th right e e
u aw y from it, w ich the h le pic ure compl tely fails
to describ .
To understand the problem theoretically, we formulate
it in t rms of chemical p ten ials and us th H r re -
F ck (HF) approxi ation with singly xci d configura-
tions to determine the spin eigenfu ction an energy
lev ls f ach f the doubl d t stat s involv d in he
t ree-electr n r gime. The relevan rame ers the
HF formulation ar extracted from the transport data as
de ailed in Ref. 13. From the e e gy levels a d p s ibl
transitions between stat s, we alculate t e el ctroch m-
ical potentials for charging or discharging a dot by one
electron [15]. The four relevant electrochemical poten-
tials for the dots are shown for the two-electron case in
Fig. 2(a,b). For the three-electron case, the full set of
ten electrochemical potentials, shown in Fig. 2(c,d), is
clearly greater than the four electrochemical potentials
for transport modeled on two holes. The many-electron
nature of the problem thus enters our analysis of trans-
port naturally.
Without going into the details of the HF calculations,
we ca gain s me insight into the possible (2,1) states us-
ing qualitative arguments. The pure singlet and triplet
states, S(2, 0) and T (2, 0), are no longer orthogonal when
we include a weak coupling to a third electron in the right
dot. The perturbation leads to a ‘singlet-like’ ground
state S∗(2, 1), whose spin configuration in the left dot is
mainly S(2, 0) with a small admixture of T (2, 0). The
S∗(2, 1) state h s spin Sz = ±1/2 and is doubly de-
g ner te. The perturbation also leads to ‘triplet-like’
states T ∗(2, 1), for which spin addition gives Sz = ±1/2
or ±3/2. The Sz = ±1/2 states contain mainly triplet
T (2, 0) with a small admixture of S(2, 0). The Sz = ±3/2
states ave spins hat are either all up or all down; they
are doubly degenerate without any admixture of singlet
tates. Th triplet deg neraci s re lifted due to the fact
that exchange energies are diff rent for different three-
e ectron spin configurations. The energy splittings arise
from inter-dot interactions, which ar much smaller than
intra- ot interac ions. Thus, t e splittings within the
triplet-like manifold are much finer than the splitting be-
tween the singlet- and triplet-like manifolds. These ar-
guments are borne out by our calculations [15].
From the energy levels calculated with the HF Hamil-
tonian, we can explain how the electrochemical po-
tentials, shown in Fig. 2(c), are obtained. In the
three-electron regime, electron occupancy cycles through
(1, 1) → (2, 1) → (2, 0). The first transition corresponds
to charging of the left dot from a (1,1) to a (2,1) state.
For clarity, we do not distinguish between the two closely
spaced (1,1) energies, nor do we distinguish between the
three closely spaced T ∗(2, 1) energies. We therefore ob-
tain two distinct electrochemical potentials, µc,T∗ and
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FIG. 2: Diagrams for transport through excited states and
the process of ‘spin-flip cotunneling.’ (a) Triplet channel
transport in the two-electron regime. At B, the resonant peak
of the triplet channel, transport is allowed through the triplet
levels, µT (2,0) and µT (1,1). (b) When the singlet level µS(2,0)
is loaded, transport is energetically uphill and blockaded. Co-
tunneling of a left dot electron out to the right lead lifts the
blockade to resume triplet channel transport. (c) In the three-
electron regime, transport occurs in the following cycle: step
1, (1, 1)→ (2, 1); step 2, (2, 1)→ (2, 0); step 3, (2, 0)→ (1, 1).
At D, these occur through the triplet-like channel (blue). (d)
Because of the loading of the singlet-like µc,S∗ level (red) at
D, the system ends up in the S(2, 0) state, whereby transport
is blockaded. (e) When an electron cotunnels from the left
lead into the right dot to form a triplet-like state, it puts the
left dot into an admixture of singlet and triplet. (f) The right
dot discharges from µd,T∗ , leaving a triplet state in the left
dot, thus causing a spin-flip and resuming transport.
µc,S∗ , shown in Fig. 2(c), which are the energies needed to
charge the left dot from a (1,1) state to the T ∗(2, 1) and
S∗(2, 1) states respectively. The second transition repre-
sents the discharge of an electron from a (2,1) to a (2,0)
state. Electrochemical potentials, µd,T∗ and µd,S∗ , drawn
on the right dot, represent the discharge of the right dot
from T ∗(2, 1) to T (2, 0) and S∗(2, 1) to S(2, 0) respec-
tively. These are the continuous lines (blue and red) on
the right dot in Fig. 2(c). Due to singlet-triplet mix-
ing in the left dot, two other transitions of much smaller
likelihood are possible. They are the S∗(2, 1) to T (2, 0)
and T ∗(2, 1) to S(2, 0) transitions, represented by the red
dotted and blue dashed levels respectively, in the same
figures. The last step in the cycle is the inter-dot transi-
tion, (2, 0)→ (1, 1). The chemical potentials in this step
are identical to the two-electron case (Fig. 2(a,b)) and
are labeled as µS,T (2,0) and µS,T (1,1).
We can now explain the tail in the transport data,
which, as described above, is a prominent feature that
is qualitatively inconsistent with a description in terms
of holes. At point D in Fig. 2(c), transport is allowed
through the blue triplet-like levels. However, it is also
possible to load the red singlet-like µc,S∗ level. In this
case, as the right dot discharges, the system is likely to
end up in the S(2, 0) state, where transport is energeti-
cally uphill and therefore blockaded (Fig. 2(d)). We call
this a ‘singlet blockade.’ The lifting of the singlet block-
ade along the tail is shown in sequence in Figs. 2(e) and
(f). Starting from S(2, 0), the double dot forms a triplet-
like T ∗(2, 1) state when an electron from the left lead
cotunnels into the right dot, as shown in Fig. 2(e). The
charging of the right dot in this transition requires the
same energy as its reverse discharging process (T ∗(2, 1) to
S(2, 0)), represented by the blue dashed line in Fig. 2(c).
It is labeled by µc2,T∗ in Figs. 2(e) and (f). Because
the triplet-like state contains an admixture of singlet and
triplet states in the left dot, when the right dot discharges
from the µd,T∗ level, the left dot ends up in the triplet
(2,0) state, thus causing a spin-flip. With the singlet
blockade lifted, the system then completes the cycle into
the triplet (1,1) state and transport resumes as shown in
Fig. 2(c). We term this process ‘spin-flip cotunneling.’
The tail in the transport data in Fig. 1(a) is bright
along its entire length because the chemical potentials
for the right dot and the left lead are the same. Point D
is the brightest point along the tail because of the fast
inter-dot tunneling when µT (2,0) is aligned with µT (1,1).
The spacing of the tail away from the edge of the tri-
angle is consistent with the energy difference between the
µc2,T∗ and µd,T∗ levels on the right dot (Fig. 2(e)) being
equal to EST , the (2,0) singlet-triplet energy splitting.
To understand how this is consistent with the transport
data, we start from point C in Fig. 1(b) and note that
when both dot energies fall by EST , the blue, dashed
µc2,T∗ level of the right dot lines up with the Fermi level
of the left lead. This measure of EST is also consistent
with other measures of ST splitting [13].
The significant role cotunneling plays in the triplet
and triplet-like transport channels of the two and three-
electron regime is interesting. In both cases, cotunneling
by itself does not contribute significantly to the current,
but plays the role of allowing transport to resume by
4lifting the singlet blockade.
Current will flow through the triplet-like channel when
the loading rate is comparable to the unloading rate in
the singlet-like channel [15]. In the Supplementary Infor-
mation, we estimate these rates and find that they are
indeed the same order of magnitude. The blockade is
therefore lifted about as quickly as it is encountered. In
this way, spin-flip cotunneling enables transport through
the triplet-like channel. The resulting current is that of
the unblockaded, triplet-like channel, reduced by a factor
of ∼ 2 [15].
Interestingly, transport via the triplet channel was not
observed in the experiments reported in Ref. 9. In that
study, a conventional hole model was sufficient to de-
scribe transport in the three-electron regime, as consis-
tent with the fact that transport occurred through the
ground states in the two-electron regime.
It is also interesting to compare the intra-dot spin-flip
times with inter-dot tunneling times for GaAs and Si. In
GaAs devices, spin-flip times range from ∼200 µs for a
two-electron dot [16], to ∼0.85 ms (at 8 T [17]) and > 1 s
(at 1 T and 120 mK [18]) for single electron dots. Re-
cent experiments report spin-flip times in single electron
dots in Si [19–22] ranging from 40 ms (at 2 T [19]) to
6 s (at 1 T [20]), at low temperatures. The tunnel cou-
pling for the same Si double dot studied here was found
to be 10 ns (25 ns) in the elastic (inelastic) tunneling
regime [13]. However, tunnel couplings for electrostati-
cally gated semiconductor double dots are tunable and
can be both larger or smaller than spin-flip times.
We note that a pulsed gate experiment [7] exhibit-
ing phenomena arising from singlet-triplet mixing, as de-
scribed above, is presented in [15].
In summary, we have shown that the conventional hole
model of transport in the three-electron regime fails qual-
itatively because of the importance of excited state trans-
port. The Hartree-Fock formalism, with relevant param-
eters fitted to transport data, leads to the description of
a model which explains all of the features of the transport
data, including a novel process of spin-flip cotunneling.
We thank Nakul Shaji for useful discussions and
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Supplementary Material: Unconventional Transport
in the ‘Hole’ Regime of a Si Double Quantum Dot
The following Supplementary Information presents our
detailed calculations of the Hartree-Fock approximation
and electrochemical potentials relevant for reverse bias
transport in the three electron regime. We estimate
the spin-flip cotunneling occurrence rate, quantify the
effect spin-flip cotunneling has on transport current in
the triplet-like triangle, and show that it is consistent
with the data. We propose an experiment to verify the
singlet-triplet mixing mechanism and also present a de-
tailed analysis showing that at forward bias, transport
data has a feature associated with the process of spin-
flip cotunneling, as discussed in the main paper.
Hartree-Fock Approximation with Singly Excited
Configurations
The Hartree-Fock (HF) Hamiltonian used in our cal-
culations is given by [12]
H =
∑
i,j
〈i|h|j〉a†iaj +
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
〈ij|kl〉a†ia†jalak, (S1)
where the sums run over the spin orbitals chosen to
form the basis of the problem. Operators a†i and ai cre-
ate and annihilate an electron in the i-th spin-orbital
respectively. The first term contains the one electron
operator, h ≡ ∑−1/2∇2α + V (~xα − ~xdot), the sum
of the kinetic and potential energies of each α-th non-
interacting electron in a quantum dot centered at ~xdot.
We note that the parabolic well approximation is a rea-
sonable form of the potential for our geometry. The
second term contains the two electron Coulomb opera-
tor, 〈ij|kl〉 ≡ ∫ dxαdxβχ∗i (xα)χ∗j (xβ)r−1αβχk(xα)χl(xβ),
where χi(xα) denotes the i-th spin-orbital wave-function
of the α-th electron, following the notation of Ref. 12.
We define the quantities sij ≡ 〈i|j〉, the overlap be-
tween the i-th and j-th spin orbitals; ei ≡ 〈i|h|i〉, the
single particle energy; Jij ≡ 〈ij|ij〉 and Kij ≡ 〈ii|jj〉, the
Coulomb and exchange interactions respectively. tij ≡
〈i|h|j〉 and Γijlk ≡ 〈ij|kl〉 govern coherent tunneling be-
tween dots and are first and second order in the overlap
integral, respectively.
Singly-excited configurations that form the basis for
the (2,1) Hamiltonian matrix, are constructed from dot-
centered single particle spatial orbitals {1, 2} and {3, 4},
centered on the left and right dots respectively. The two
sets of spatial orbitals are not orthogonal to each other,
due to the overlap across the finite barrier between the
dots. Within each set, however, the spatial orbitals are
orthonormal. The corresponding spin orbitals are de-
noted by {1, 1¯, 2, 2¯} and {3, 3¯, 4, 4¯} where the overbar (or
lack of) denote spin down (up). Table I shows the basis
states used to construct the 10× 10 Hamiltonian matrix.
The (2,1) Hamiltonian consists of four block diago-
nals: two 1 × 1 blocks corresponding to a total spin
of Sz = ±3/2, and two 4 × 4 blocks corresponding to
Sz = ±1/2. In the Sz = ±1/2 blocks, off-diagonal ma-
trix elements are second order in the overlap between
spin orbitals centered on different dots and represent the
amount of mixing of the singlet and triplet states in the
left dot. As such, we term the ground state, ‘singlet-
like’, and denote it as S∗(2, 1). It contains mainly singlet
S(2, 0) with some admixture of triplet T (2, 0) in the left
5TABLE I: Basis states used for the (2,1) configuration.
Basis states Spin
in spin-orbital notation in S, T notation Sz
|123〉 |T+(2, 0)〉 ⊗ |3〉 3/2
|123¯〉 |T+(2, 0)〉 ⊗ |3¯〉 1/2
(|1¯23〉+ |12¯3〉)/√2 |T0(2, 0)〉 ⊗ |3〉 1/2
(|1¯23〉 − |12¯3〉)/√2 |S1(2, 0)〉 ⊗ |3〉 1/2
|11¯3〉 |S0(2, 0)〉 ⊗ |3〉 1/2
and their spin reversed counterparts
dot, coupled to the third electron in the right dot. The
first excited state is the pure Sz = ±3/2 state with all
spins either up or down, which does not have any singlet-
triplet mixing. The next two higher states, which are
closely spaced with each other as well as with the first
excited state, contain a small admixture of singlet with
mainly triplet states in the left dot, coupled to the right
dot. For brevity, we term the three excited states triplet-
like T ∗(2, 1) states, and do not distinguish between them
henceforth, as the energy separation between the triplet-
like states is of second order in the overlap integral and is
small compared to the spacing between the ground and
first excited state. The next higher state is well separated
from these and does not enter into our analysis.
The Sz = 1/2 block of the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian
for the (2,1) state in the basis |S0(2, 0)〉⊗ |3〉, |T0(2, 0)〉⊗
|3〉, |S1(2, 0)〉 ⊗ |3〉, |T+(2, 0)〉 ⊗ |3¯〉 is
Hˆ
Sz=1/2
(2,1) =

2e1 + e3 + J11 + 2J13 (Γ
13
23 + s13t23 + s23t13)/
√
2 (2Γ1112 − Γ1323 + 2Γ1332 −Γ1323 − s13t23 − s23t13
−K13 + 2s13t13 −s13t23 − s23t13)/
√
2
(Γ1323 + s13t23 + s23t13)/
√
2 e1 + e2 + e3 + J12 + J13 + J23 (K23 −K13)/2 −(K13 +K23
−K12 − (K13 +K23)/2 −s13t13 + s23t23 +2s13t13 + 2s23t23)/
√
2
−s13t13 − s23t23
(2Γ1332 − Γ1323 + 2Γ1112 (K23 −K13)/2 e1 + e2 + e3 + J12 + J13 + J23 (K13 −K23
−s13t23 − s23t13)/
√
2 −s13t13 + s23t23 +K12 − (K13 +K23)/2 +2s13t13 − 2s23t13)/
√
2
−s13t13 − s23t23
−Γ1323 − s13t23 − s23t13 −(K13 +K23 (K13 −K23 e1 + e2 + e3 + J12
+2s13t13 + 2s23t23)/
√
2 +2s13t13 − 2s23t13)/
√
2 +J13 + J23 −K12

(S2)
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FIG. 3: Electrochemical potentials µ for different states rele-
vant to transport in the three electron regime. Here, the label
EST is the (2,0) singlet-triplet splitting. ∆ is the spacing be-
tween the chemical potentials of the two and three electron
regimes, as defined in Eq. S11, and is equal to the energy spac-
ing between points A and C in the transport data in Fig. 1(b)
of the main text. Both quantities are extracted from the
transport data as detailed in Ref. 13, giving EST ≈ 174 µeV
for (2,0) singlet-triplet splitting and ∆ ≈ 500 µeV.
The off-diagonal elements are second order in the over-
lap integral and therefore small, so the problem can be
treated perturbatively. The energies, to first order ap-
proximation, are given in Table II. The splitting between
the singlet-like and triplet-like states is approximately
equal to the singlet-triplet splitting of the (2,0) state,
EST (2,0). We apply the HF Hamiltonian (Eq. S1) to cal-
culate the singlet and triplet energies of the two electron
states, which are necessary for the calculation of elec-
trochemical potentials. Similar analyses using molecular
and dot-centered orbitals have been done elsewhere [23],
so we do not reproduce the calculations here. We refer
the reader to Section III. D of Ref. 23 for calculations
using dot-centered orbitals. We caution the reader that,
in this previous study, the double dot geometry and ma-
terial are different, so their numerical results will not be
applicable for our case. However, the expressions for en-
ergy levels in terms of dot-centered single-particle, direct
and exchange Coulomb energies in Eq. (18–21) of Ref. 23
are relevant for our two electron double dot case.
Once the expressions for the energies are known, it is
straightforward to calculate the relevant expressions for
electrochemical potentials. For clarity, we neglect the
singlet-triplet splitting in the (1,1) states and the energy
spacing between the three triplet-like (2,1) states and ob-
tain two distinct electrochemical potentials. The electro-
chemical potentials for charging the left dot from a (1,1)
state to the S∗(2, 1) and T ∗(2, 1) states are, respectively,
µc,S∗ = e1 + J11 + J13 − EST (1,1) + ELdot, (S3)
µc,T∗ ≈ µc,S∗ + EST (2,0). (S4)
6TABLE II: Energies and characteristics of the (2,1) states.
Energy (ascending order) State Spin Sz
2e1 + e3 + J11 + 2J13 Singlet-like, ±1/2
−K13 + 2s13t13 Mixed
e1 + e2 + e3 + J12 + J13 Triplet-like, ±3/2
+J23 − (K12 +K13 +K23) Pure
e1 + e2 + e3 + J12 + J13 + J23 −K12 Triplet-like, ±1/2
−(K13 +K23)/2− (s13t13 + s23t23) Mixed
e1 + e2 + e3 + J12 + J13 + J23 −K12 Triplet-like, ±1/2
Mixed
ERdot (ELdot) is the electrostatic energy of the right (left)
quantum dot. The electrochemical potentials for dis-
charging the right dot from the triplet-like T ∗(2, 1) to
the triplet T (2, 0) state and from the singlet-like S∗(2, 1)
to singlet S(2, 0) state are
µd,T∗ ≈ µd,S∗ = e3 + 2J13 −K13 + ERdot. (S5)
There are two more electrochemical potentials involved
in the discharge of the right dot from the (2,1) states,
due to the mixing of the singlet and triplet (2,0) states.
These are associated with the discharge from T ∗(2, 1) to
S(2, 0) and S∗(2, 1) to T (2, 0), and are shown by the blue
dashed and red dotted lines on the right dot in Fig. 3.
They are separated from µd,T∗ and µd,S∗ by the (2,0)
singlet-triplet splitting EST .
The last set of electrochemical potentials needed are
those for the two electron regime, which are given by
µS(2,0) = e1 + J11 + ELdot, (S6)
µT (2,0) = µS(2,0) + EST (2,0), (S7)
µT (1,1) = e3 + J13 −K13 + ERdot, (S8)
µS(1,1) = µT (1,1) − EST (1,1). (S9)
The chemical potentials for the two and three electron
regimes satisfy the relation
µc,S∗ − µS(2,0) ≈ µd,S∗ − µS(1,1), (S10)
and we therefore define
∆ ≡ µd,S∗ − µS(1,1). (S11)
Here, we point out that it is the relative positions of
the electrochemical potentials that are important in or-
der to build the transport model shown in Fig. 3. The
important energy quantities are therefore, the (2,0) and
(1,1) singlet-triplet energy splittings EST (2,0) ≈ 174 µeV
and EST (1,1) ≈ 4 µeV, and the spacing ∆ ≈ 500 µeV
between the two and three electron triangles. These en-
ergies are extracted from the transport data as detailed
in Ref. 13.
Effect of Spin-Flip Cotunneling on Transport
Current
In this section, we show that current can flow through
the triplet channel in the ‘hole’ transport regime when
certain conditions are met for the singlet channel. Specif-
ically, the singlet unloading rate should be equal to or
larger than the singlet loading rate. We then show that
these conditions are met in our data.
Conditions on the singlet tunnel rates
We first obtain the conditions on the singlet transport
rates by developing rate equations, in analogy with those
found in Ref. 8.
We consider the contribution of loading and unloading
rates of each channel to the total transport rate through
the channel. Starting from the (1,1) state, the double dot
is loaded into one of the (2,1) states from the left lead.
The mean loading rate is given by
Γload ≡ 1/Tload
= ΓS load + ΓT load, (S17)
where ΓS/T load are the loading rates into the singlet-like
and triplet-like states from the left lead respectively.
The total time required for a complete transport cycle
is
T = Tload + pT /ΓT unload + pS/ΓS unload, (S18)
where ΓS/T unload are the unloading rates of the singlet-
like and triplet-like channels respectively, and
pS =
ΓS load
ΓS load + ΓT load
, (S19)
pT =
ΓT load
ΓS load + ΓT load
, (S20)
are the probabilities of loading the singlet-like and
triplet-like channels.
In the triplet-like transport regime, the singlet-like
channel is strongly suppressed by energy dependent tun-
neling. If we assume that the loading and unloading rates
for the triplet-like channel are much faster than the load-
ing and unloading rates for the singlet-like channel, and
if we also assume that the unloading rate of the triplet-
like channel is much faster than its loading rate due to
asymmetric tunnel barriers (see Ref. 8 for a discussion),
then Eq. S(18) reduces to
T ≈
(
1 +
ΓS load
ΓS unload
)
1
ΓT load
+
1
ΓT unload
≈
(
1 +
ΓS load
ΓS unload
)
1
ΓT load
. (S21)
7In the limit of only one fast triplet-like channel, the
total tunneling time is T ≈ 1/ΓT load. This implies that if
ΓS load  ΓS unload, then the current through the double
dot is essentially a triplet-like channel current. Therefore,
it is important to determine the ratio of the loading to
unloading rates of the singlet-like channel.
Loading rates
We now estimate the loading rates for the singlet-
like and triplet-like channels at point D on the ‘tail’ of
the transport data (Fig. 1, main text). Starting from
the (1,1) charge configuration, the loading rates into the
(2,1) states are strongly energy-dependent at the left bar-
rier [13] and are given by
ΓS/T, load = Γ0e
−ES/T /EL , (S22)
where the amplitude Γ0 ≈ 1.5 × 108 s−1, the energy
dependent coefficient EL ≈ 40 µeV, ET ≈ EST (2,0) ≈
174 µeV [13] and ES ≈ 2EST (2,0) at point D.
The loading rates of the triplet-like and singlet-like
states at point D are therefore
ΓT, load ≈ 1.9× 106 s−1, (S23)
ΓS, load ≈ 2.5× 104 s−1. (S24)
Unloading rates
We now estimate the unloading rates for the singlet-
like and triplet-like channels at point D. Unloading of the
triplet-like (2,1) state occurs when the electron in the
right dot tunnels out across the right barrier, followed
by interdot tunneling from the (2,0) to the (1,1) state.
The tunneling rate across the right barrier ΓR ≈ 9.2 ×
109 s−1 and the coherent interdot tunneling rate Γi ≈
7.7× 108 s−1 [13]. The unloading rate for the triplet-like
channel is therefore given by
ΓT, unload = (Γ
−1
R + Γ
−1
i )
−1 ≈ 7.1× 108 s−1. (S25)
The unloading rate of the singlet-like state is domi-
nated by spin-flip cotunneling, which involves two low-
probability processes: the spin-flip and the cotunneling.
The spin-flip can be understood as the small probability
pm that the T
∗ state contains the (2, 0) singlet. We then
have
ΓS, unload = pmΓC , (S26)
where ΓC is the total cotunneling rate.
We can estimate pm from the (2,1) Hamiltonian of
Eq. (S2) by considering the subspace spanned by the
states |S0(2, 0)〉 ⊗ |3〉 and |T0(2, 0)〉 ⊗ |3〉. The Hamil-
tonian within this subspace is given by the top-leftmost
2×2 matrix block in the right-hand side of Eq. (S2). The
off-diagonal element in this subspace is (Γ1323 + s13t23 +
s23t13)/
√
2 ≈ Γ1323/
√
2. The singlet-triplet mixing proba-
bility is therefore
pm ≈
[
Γ1323
2EST (2,0)
]2
. (S27)
We do not have a direct experimental estimate for the
quantity Γ1323. However, we can estimate it using the
parabolic well approximation, where the eigenstates of
each dot are those of the 2-dimensional harmonic oscil-
lator [24]. For a dot size of approximately 100 nm and
an interdot distance of approximately 200 nm [8], we ob-
tain Γ1323 ≈ 0.15 meV when there is maximum overlap be-
tween the first excited eigenstate (‘2’) of the left dot with
the ground eigenstate (‘3’) of the right dot. This corre-
sponds to the axis of the wavefunction of the first excited
eigenstate being aligned with the axis of the double dot.
A more realistic estimate where the angle between the
wavefunction axis and the axis of the double dot is 45
degrees, gives
Γ1323 ≈ 0.073 meV. (S28)
Given that EST (2,0) ≈ 174 µeV [13], the singlet-triplet
mixing probability is
pm ≈ 0.044. (S29)
The cotunneling rate ΓC from the left lead into the
right dot and out to the right lead, can be estimated
from point F of the transport data (Fig. S2 and Fig. 1(b)
of the main text). This cotunneling has contributions
from both the singlet and triplet channels. The singlet-
like channels, S, T (2, 0) → S∗(2, 1), are suppressed by
energy dependent tunneling, as is one of the triplet-
like channels, T (2, 0) → T ∗(2, 1). The other triplet-
like channel, S(2, 0) → T ∗(2, 1) is suppressed by the
slow spin-flip process. In principle, we cannot separate
these contributions at point F. However, we can consider
a worst case scenario where the cotunneling current at
point F is dominated by the channels without spin-flip,
S(2, 0) → S∗(2, 1) and T (2, 0) → T ∗(2, 1), with very lit-
tle energy dependent tunneling. In this case, the co-
tunneling rate through the triplet-like spin-flip channel,
S(2, 0) → T ∗(2, 1), is given by Eq. (S26), where eΓC is
the total current measured at point F. In this way, we
obtain
ΓC ≈ 5.0× 105 s−1, (S30)
ΓS, unload ≈ 2.2× 104 s−1. (S31)
Conclusions
It is clear from the preceding analysis that the loading
and unloading rates satisfy the conditions for Eq. (S21)
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FIG. 4: Electrochemical potentials at point F of the transport
data shown in Fig. 1 of the main text. The dominant current
contribution is from cotunneling from the left lead into the
right dot and out to the right lead.
to be valid, i.e. ΓT unload  ΓT load  ΓS load/unload.
Since the ratio ΓS load/ΓS unload ≈ 1, the current along
the tail is of the same order of magnitude as the current
in the singlet-like triangle away from the resonant left
edge.
Below the tail, cotunneling is energetically unfavor-
able, while above the tail, cotunneling is suppressed
through energy dependent tunneling. ΓS unload is there-
fore much smaller on both sides of the tail. Loading of
the singlet-like channel, which is strongly energy depen-
dent, increases below the tail, further suppressing cur-
rent. However, suppression of the singlet-like channel
loading rate above the tail could mitigate the decrease
in the unloading rate, so that the ratio ΓS load/ΓS unload
remains small, allowing some current flow. That there is
small current above the tail is observed in transport data
at larger biases [13], where the loading of the singlet-
like channel can be more strongly suppressed as it moves
lower in the bias window.
Therefore, although spin-flip cotunneling involves two
mechanisms of lower probability, namely cotunneling and
triplet-singlet mixing, the dampening effect on the tunnel
rate is mitigated by the small loading probability into the
singlet-like channel. The effect of spin-flip cotunneling is
to open a thin window in the triplet-like bias triangle to
allow triplet-like channel current.
Proposed Experiment to Verify Singlet-Triplet
Mixing Mechanism
In this section, we propose an experiment to verify the
singlet-triplet mixing mechanism described in the main
text. We note that in the spin-flip process described in
the text, the loading of the third electron into the right
dot is through cotunneling from the left lead. Since it is
the singlet-triplet mixing mechanism that we are inter-
ested in, this loading can also be from the tunneling of
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FIG. 5: Proposed experimental verification of the singlet-
triplet spin-flip process. The boxed panel shows a schematic
of the honeycomb charge stability diagram [11], showing the
regions in which the ground (singlet and singlet-like) states of
the various charge configurations are stable. Points a, b and
c are the positions to which the double dot should be pulsed.
The dotted line indicates the boundary between the (1,1) and
triplet-like (2,1) regions, i.e. within the shaded region, a (1,1)
state is more stable than the triplet-like (2,1) state. Panels a,
b and c show the electrochemical potentials, with the circles at
the bottom of each diagram indicating the number of electrons
at the start of each pulse. Black arrows indicate the tunneling
of an electron, which can be detected via charge sensing using
an adjacent quantum point contact. Detection of a tunneling
out process at ‘c’ would indicate a singlet-triplet spin-flip.
an electron from the right lead, as described below.
Using pulsed gate techniques such as those described in
Ref. 7, the double dot could be first loaded into the (2,0)
singlet state (a), then pulsed such that the µc2,T∗ level
of the right dot is below the Fermi level of the right lead
(b), allowing for the loading of an electron into the right
dot from the right lead. Loading of the µd,S∗ level will
not cause singlet-triplet mixing but this is suppressed be-
cause of energy dependent tunneling. Next, a gate pulse
can then be applied such that the triplet-like level µc,T∗ is
above the Fermi level of the left lead (c). A singlet-triplet
spin-flip will lead to a tunneling out of an electron via this
level. Tunneling events can be detected by charge sensing
via an adjacent quantum point contact [7]. These three
pulse stages, a to c, are shown schematically in Fig. 5.
Transport through the Singlet-like channel
The strong line on the left edge of the singlet-like trian-
gle in Fig. 1 of the main text can be explained by Fig. 6.
At C, the µc,S∗ level of the left dot is resonant with the
Fermi level of the left lead, µL, as shown in Fig. 6(a).
Also, µS(2,0) and µS(1,1) are aligned with each other as
shown in Fig. 6(c). These two resonance conditions lead
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FIG. 6: Diagrams of singlet-like channel transport at point
C. Purple dots at the bottom of each diagram indicate the
electron number at the beginning of each step in the transport
cycle. (a) Starting from a (1,1) state, charging of the left dot
from the µc,S∗ level brings the system to the S
∗(2, 1) state.
(b) From the S∗(2, 1) state, the left dot ends up in the S(2, 0)
state as the right dot discharges from the µd,S∗ level. (c)
Inter-dot tunneling from (2,0) to (1,1) completes the cycle.
to a sharp current peak at C. Going away from C along
the left edge of the triangle (Fig. 1, main text), the right
dot falls in energy but the left dot maintains its reso-
nance with the left lead, giving rise to a bright line along
the left edge. In the direction where both dot energies
fall in tandem, loading of the left dot into µc,S∗ from
the left lead is suppressed due to the exponential energy
dependence in tunneling [13].
Spin-flip Cotunneling in Transport Data at Forward
Bias
Here we discuss the interpretation of transport data
taken at forward bias of VSD = +0.526mV, originally re-
ported in Ref. 13 and shown in Fig. 8 and show that
certain features of the data arise because of spin-flip co-
tunneling.
In the three-electron regime, transport at forward bias
cycles from (1, 1) → (2, 0) → (2, 1). The bias triangles
for forward bias are shown in Fig. 7(b). In this regime,
transport is spin blockaded within the region bounded
by γδσω of Fig. 7(b), due to the fact that µT (1,1) is be-
low the µT (2,0) level as shown in Fig. 8(c). Any mecha-
nism that allows spin relaxation to the S(1, 1) state lifts
the spin blockade, and typical relaxation mechanisms are
expected to give rise to uniform current over the entire
blockade region γδσω. However, we observe a line of high
current, shown by the dotted line in Fig. 7, which indi-
cates that there is a preferentially high relaxation rate
along this feature. We explain this line of strong current
by a spin-flip cotunneling process.
Point E (Fig. 7) lies along the line of high current in the
spin blockade region. At this point, the lower (solid line)
of the two µd,T∗ levels of the left dot are lined up with
the right lead. This allows cotunneling of an electron
from the right lead into the left dot to form the triplet-
like T ∗(2, 1) state. (Fig. 8(d)). Discharging of the left
dot from the higher (dashed line) of the µd,T∗ chemical
potential results in the singlet S(1, 1) state, which is not
blockaded. The double dot is then able to complete the
transport cycle until the next time the double dot gets
spin blockaded.
It is because the dotted line in Fig. 7 lies in the right
dot energy axis that the spin blockade is lifted at a much
faster rate. This is due to the fact that the left dot energy
is aligned with the Fermi level of the right lead, allowing
cotunneling to occur at a fast rate. As a result, spin
relaxation happens at a much higher rate along this line.
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FIG. 7: Transport data and schematic of bias triangles at forward bias. (a) Transport current ISD as a function of two gate
voltages, VG (V) and VCS (V), taken at a forward bias source-drain voltage of VSD = +0.526mV. These data were reported
originally in Ref. 13. The feature shown by the dotted line is explained by the spin-flip cotunneling process. (b) Schematic
of the bias triangles of transport data taken at the forward bias. Bias triangles corresponding to transport through ground
(excited) states are shown in the red (blue) on the left (right). In the three electron regime (upper triangles), the dotted line
lies in the region γδσω, where the triplet T (1, 1) state is spin blockaded. Spin relaxation to the S(1, 1) state lifts the spin
blockade and allows transport to resume. This is possible within the region bounded by γδσω and should give rise to a uniform
current within the region. However, the presence of the line of high current (dotted) within γδσω suggests a preferentially high
spin relaxation rate which is explained by the spin-flip cotunneling process shown below in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 8: Processes involved in the lifting of the triplet T (1, 1) spin blockade through cotunneling induced spin flip at point E. In
the three-electron regime (upper triangles) of Fig. 7(b), transport is spin blockaded within the region bounded by γδσω. Purple
dots at the bottom of each diagram indicate the electron number at the beginning of each step in the transport cycle. (a)
Starting from any one of the two (2,0) states, the S∗(2, 1) or T ∗(2, 1) state is loaded from the right lead onto the left dot at the
µc,S∗ or µc,T∗ chemical potential respectively. (b) The left dot may discharge from the lower (solid line) of the µd,S∗ or µd,T∗
chemical potential, resulting in a T (1, 1) triplet. (Discharge from any one of the two dashed levels is also possible, but it results
in a singlet S(1, 1) that is not spin blockaded.) (c) The T (1, 1) triplet state is spin blockaded as the µT (1,1) chemical potential
lies below the µT (2,0) level. (d) Along the dashed line of Fig. 7, the lower (solid line) of the two µd,T∗ chemical potentials is
lined up with the Fermi level of the right lead, allowing the loading of the excited (2,1) state through cotunneling from the right
lead. (e) Subsequent discharge of a left dot electron could be from either one of the µd,T∗ levels, with discharge from the upper
(dashed line) of the µd,T∗ levels resulting in the singlet S(1, 1) state which can then complete the transport cycle by going into
the S(2, 0) state through inter-dot tunneling. Transport thus resumes until the next triplet (1,1) spin blockade. The key is
that from either the singlet-like or triplet-like (2,1) states, discharge from the left dot at the chemical potentials indicated by
the dashed or solid lines results in a singlet or triplet (1,1) state respectively. The former allows transport to resume, whereas
the latter results in a spin blockade. The dotted line of Fig. 7 lies in the direction where the left dot energy is fixed, leading to
the line of high current.
